
* Keep it simple
* Use others' expertise

* Plan & Focus
* Build conditioning in and use it

* Be sure to have fun
* This is the key to success

* Reward your program goal kids
* Enlist the team mom

Training Sessions

Celebration Time

 Coaching Soccer

* Cover every little detail you can 
imagine before the first game

Notes

* Do not expect your players to 
know anything

Program Goals

The Off Season

Running Tryouts

Game Time

Team Building

* Set specific goals
* Provide support for the goals

* Be specific with what you want
* Come back to the off season 
workout when the season begins



Zipper Race
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Simple pass and move drill
1- Player #1 passes to player #2, #2 passes to #3…
2- Player #1 sprints to player #2 cone, #2 sprints to #3 cone…
3- last player in line speed dribbles to the front of the line through a gate and starts drill again
Option #1 - set teams and race
Option #2 - Add a second ball and try to catch the first
Option #3 - Unzip

4-Corner Keep away
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Simple touch and support drill
1- One player (Z) is in the middle and playing defense
2- Players W, X, Y can not pass across the square, outside players MUST move to support pass
3- Player at fault (bad pass, bad trap, defender wins) replaces player in the middle

 Coaching Soccer

X starts with ball and can 
pass to W or Y depending on 
defensive pressure

Player (W or Y) who does not 
receive the pass must slide 
into support
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